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Electron acceleration and heating during collisionless magnetic reconnection is discussed by using
the results of implicit kinetic simulations of Harris current sheets. Simulations up to the physical
mass ratio are performed to study and compare electron dynamics in plasmas with different b
values. The attention is focused on the typical trajectory of electrons passing through the
reconnection region, on the electron velocity, in particular on the out-of-plane velocity, and on the
electron heating along the in-plane and out-of-plane directions. © 2003 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1598207#I. INTRODUCTION
Collisionless magnetic reconnection plays an important
role in energetically active processes in plasmas.1,2 Magnetic
reconnection takes place in plasmas characterized by differ-
ent values of b. Theoretical, observational, and experimental
results show that reconnection is present in the geomagnetic
tail,3 where local b@1; in the Earth’s magnetopause,4 where
b’1; in laboratory,5–10 in the solar corona plasma,11 and in
astrophysical plasmas, such as extragalactic jets12–14 and
flares in Active Galactic Nuclei ~AGN!,15 where b<1.
During magnetic reconnection, magnetic energy is con-
verted into kinetic and thermal energy of electrons and ions.
In fact, electron heating and acceleration are signatures of
magnetic reconnection. In the magnetotail, bursts of ener-
getic electrons have been attributed to reconnection16–18 and
there have been recent direct measurements of electron ac-
celeration during magnetic reconnection.19 Production of
runaway electrons during sawtooth instabilities and disrup-
tions is associated with magnetic reconnection in toka-
maks.20 In solar flares, x-ray observations indicate that a
large fraction of the total energy is released in accelerated
electrons.21–23 The observed synchroton radiation in extra-
galatic jets is thought to be generated by reacceleration or
in-situ acceleration of electrons due to magnetic recon-
nection.12,14 It has been proposed that the detection of hard x
ray and g ray from AGN is due to the presence of electrons
accelerated by magnetic reconnection.15
Electron dynamics in the reconnection region have
been studied using analytical arguments,24–27 test particle
a!Electronic mail: ricci@lanl.gov
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simulations.35–37
The aim of the present paper is to study the electron
dynamics near the reconnection region with self-consistent
kinetic simulations of high and low b plasmas. The plasma b
is varied from very large ~b@1! to small ~b,1! values and
systems are simulated with an ion/electron mass ratio up
to the physical value (mi /me51836). We consider two-
dimensional reconnection in Harris current sheet config-
urations,38 triggered by an initial perturbation.39 We intro-
duce a guide field to reduce the plasma b and eliminate the
null field region at the current sheet. To perform kinetic
simulations, we use CELESTE3D,40–42 an implicit particle-
in-cell ~PIC! code, which models both kinetic ions and elec-
trons while allowing simulations with higher mass ratios.
We show that both the plasma b and the mass ratio
strongly affect the electron dynamics. In low-b plasmas, the
electron meandering orbits present in high-b plasmas disap-
pear. We focus on the out-of-plane electron velocity, which
remains localized in the high-b case, and which is sizable
also far from the reconnection region in low-b plasmas.36 A
strong influence of the mass ratio on the out-of-plane veloc-
ity is shown by the simulations and the relevant scaling law
is deduced. We show that the heating process is nonisotropic
in presence of a guide field; in particular, the particles are
preferably heated in the out-of-plane direction. This anisot-
ropy contributes to the break-up of the frozen-in condition
for electrons and allows reconnection to happen.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes
the physical system and the simulations. Section III presents
the results of the simulations, focusing on the typical trajec-
tory of the electrons that pass through the reconnection re-
gion and the evolution of the electron fluid velocity and tem-
perature during reconnection.4 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
icense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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We consider a two-dimensional Harris current sheet in
the (x ,z) plane,38 with an initial magnetic field given by
B0~z !5B0 tanh~z/l!ex1By0ey ~1!
and plasma particle distribution functions for the species s
(s5e ,i) by
f 0,s~z ,v!5n0 sech2~z/l!S ms2pkBTsD
3/2
3expH 2 ms2kBTs @vx21~vy2Vs0!21vz2#J
1nbS ms2pkBTsD
3/2
expS 2 msv22kBTsD . ~2!
We use the same physical parameters as the Geospace
Environmental Modeling ~GEM! magnetic reconnection
challenge.39 The temperature ratio is Ti /Te55, the current
sheet thickness is l50.5di , the background density is nb
50.2n0 , and the ion drift velocity in the y direction is Vi0
51.67VA , where VA is the Alfve´n velocity, and Ve0 /Vi0
52Te0 /Ti0 . The ion inertial length, di5c/vpi , is defined
using the density n0 . We apply periodic boundary conditions
in the x direction and perfect conductors in the z direction.
The standard GEM challenge parameters model recon-
nection in high-b plasmas. To model low-b plasmas, it is
possible to consider either a entirely different equilibrium,43
or one may introduce a guide field in the standard Harris
sheet equilibrium. Herein, we follow the second approach
and we introduce a guide field By5By0 , with a spatially
constant value at t50. The simulations are performed with
different mass ratios, ranging from mi /me525 ~standard
GEM mass ratio! to the physical mass ratio for hydrogen,
mi /me51836. Following Birn et al.,39 the Harris equilib-
rium is modified by introducing an initial flux perturbation in
the form
Ay52Ay0 cos~2px/Lx!cos~pz/Lz! ~3!
with Ay050.1B0c/vpi , which puts the system in the nonlin-
ear regime from the beginning of the simulation.
The simulations shown in the present paper are per-
formed using the implicit PIC code CELESTE3D, which
solves the full set of Maxwell–Vlasov equations using the
implicit moment method.40–42 The implicit method allows
more rapid simulations on ion length and time scales than are
allowed with explicit methods, yet retains the kinetic effects
of both electrons and ions. In particular, the explicit time step
and grid spacing limits are replaced in implicit simulations
by an accuracy condition, v th ,eDt,Dx , whose principal ef-
fect is to determine how well energy is conserved.
In the two-dimensional simulations shown below, we
typically choose a time step such that vceDt’0.5, a Nx
3Nz564364 grid corresponding to grid spacings Dx/di
50.4, and Dz/di50.2. We introduce 32 particles per species
per cell, corresponding to a total of 2.63105 particles. We
neglect the spatial variations in the y direction, by using onlyDownloaded 12 Nov 2012 to 128.178.125.98. Redistribution subject to AIP lone cell in y and applying periodic boundary conditions in y .
The particle velocity, the electric field, and the magnetic field
have all three velocity components.
Previous work on magnetic reconnection performed by
CELESTE3D have proved that results from our implicit code
match well the results of explicit codes.42 Implicit simula-
tions allow one to model physical mass ratios, with which it
is possible to distinguish scaling laws associated with differ-
ent break-up mechanisms.44 CELESTE3D has also been em-
ployed in a comprehensive study of the physics of fast mag-
netic reconnection, in plasmas characterized by different b
values.45
III. RESULTS
We have performed a set of simulations, using different
mass ratios (mi /me525,180,1836) and introducing different
guide fields: By050, with b5‘ at the center of the current
sheet; By05B0 , with b51.2; and By055B0 , with b50.048.
We note that a guide field changes drastically the magnetic
configuration of the system as the X point is no longer a null
point, as it is in the By050 case.
The dynamics of magnetic reconnection in plasmas with
different values of b have been pointed out and summarized
in a previous paper.45 Figure 1 shows the reconnected flux,
DC, defined as the flux difference between the X and the O
points for all the simulations considered.45 Even though an
initial perturbation is applied, reconnection proceeds slowly
during an initial transient phase ~which lasts approximatively
until tvci’10), when the system adjust to the initial pertur-
bation. Subsequently, reconnection develops rapidly until the
saturation level is reached. Both the reconnection rate and
the saturation level decrease when the guide field is in-
creased. All the simulations show a similar evolution. The
mechanism which breaks the electron frozen-in condition is
provided by the off-diagonal terms of the electron pressure
tensor for all the guide fields considered.45,46 The reconnec-
tion rate is enhanced by the whistler dynamics in high-b
plasmas, and by the kinetic Alfve´n waves dynamics in low-b
plasmas,45,47–51 provided that b.me /mi . When b
,me /mi , fast reconnection is not possible.52,53
Theoretical results and kinetic simulations44,54 show that
with By050, electrons flow towards the X point along the z
direction, where they are demagnetized in a region corre-
sponding to the meandering length, dze . There they are ac-
celerated by the reconnection electric field, Ey , in the y di-
FIG. 1. ~From Ref. 45.! Reconnected flux ~normalized to B0c/vpi), for
mi /me525 ~a!, mi /me5180 ~b!, and mi /me51836 ~c!, and By050 ~solid
line!, By05B0 ~dashed line!, By055B0 ~dotted line!.icense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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gaining an outflow velocity in the x direction, and becoming
remagnetized at the meandering length, dxe . The meander-
ing lengths are defined as44,54
dxe5F meTee2~]Bz /]x !2G
1/4
, dze5F meTee2~]Bx /]z !2G
1/4
~4!
while the maximum inflow and outflow velocities scale
as44,54
vxe5F e2Ey44meTe~]Bz /]x !2G
1/4
,
~5!
vze5F e2Ey44meTe~]Bx /]z !2G
1/4
.
In the reconnection region, the electrons are unmagne-
tized and follow complex meandering orbits, which result in
a nongyrotropic electron distribution function and in off-
diagonal terms of the electron pressure.55
When a guide field is introduced, the meandering orbits
disappear. Analytical estimates of the guide field at which
this happens are given by Refs. 26 and 27. Nevertheless, the
diagonal components of the electron pressure tensor are un-
equal, which contributes to the presence of off-diagonal pres-
sure terms.45,46 These terms still constitute the break-up
mechanism of the frozen-in condition.45,46 In the reconnec-
tion region, the electrons flow across the field line in the
(x ,z) plane, while performing a Larmor motion around the
out-of-plane magnetic field. Far from the reconnection re-
gion, the guide field causes additional components of the
E3B force, which modify the ion and electron motion and
cause asymmetric plasma flow.
Below, we describe in detail the typical trajectory of an
electron passing through the reconnection region in high-
and low-b plasmas. Then, we focus on the electron fluid
velocity, in particular on the out-of-plane velocity. Finally,
FIG. 2. Electron trajectory in the (x ,z) plane, for By050 and mi /me525.
The position of the particle at different times is marked by circles, the
starting position by a plus sign. The position of the X point is denoted by the
3 mark. Note the periodic boundary conditions in the x direction.Downloaded 12 Nov 2012 to 128.178.125.98. Redistribution subject to AIP lwe consider the electron distribution functions to evaluate
the electron temperature.
A. Electron trajectory
Figure 2 shows a typical trajectory of an electron passing
through the reconnection region in the case By050, and Fig.
3 shows the history of its velocity and kinetic energy.
In Fig. 2, the initial position of the particle is denoted by
a plus sign, and its position at selected time steps by circles.
X marks the position of the X point. Note that periodic
boundary conditions are applied in the x direction, as the
behavior of the trajectory shows ~the particle exits from the
left and re-enters from the right!. At the beginning, the elec-
tron is tied to a magnetic field line ~magnetic field lines run
mainly along the x direction!. Near the reconnection point,
the electron decouples from the magnetic field and moves
along the z direction, reaching the X point at tvci’15. The
particle trajectory is meandering in the unmagnetized region.
The outflow from the reconnection region takes place as
soon as the electron reaches a region with stronger magnetic
field. Then, the electron couples again to a magnetic line
surrounding the O point, and starts again its gyration orbit
around it.
In Fig. 3, all components of the particle velocity and the
kinetic energy are plotted as a function of time. Initially, the
electron is flowing along the x direction, with a Larmor mo-
tion mostly in the (y ,z) plane, which is responsible for the
high frequency oscillations of the velocity ~the magnetic
field line is mostly directed along x). During this phase, the
electron kinetic energy is almost conserved. When the elec-
tron decouples from the magnetic field line as it crosses the
reconnection region, it is accelerated by the reconnection
electric field in the y direction. This acceleration transfers
magnetic field energy to electrons during magnetic reconnec-
FIG. 3. Velocities vx ~a!, vy ~b!, vz ~c!, and kinetic energy ~d!, as a function
of time, for the electron whose trajectory is represented in Fig. 2.icense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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the kinetic energy of the electron increases remarkably,
showing high frequency oscillations due to the acceleration
and de-acceleration by the electric field. When the electron
leaves the reconnection region and again couples to the mag-
netic field, motion in y becomes Larmor motion with a big-
ger radius, and the velocity directed along y gained in the
reconnection region is lost. The particle couples to a mag-
netic field line that surrounds the O point and starts to flow
along it.
In Fig. 4 the electron trajectory is traced for a low-b
plasma, with a strong guide field, By055B0 . Initially, the
particle flows along the magnetic line, which is mainly di-
rected along the y direction, and executes a Larmor motion
mostly in the (x ,z) plane. The particle then accelerates to-
wards the X point, crosses magnetic lines in the (x ,z) plane,
and gains an out-of-plane velocity which increases its kinetic
energy ~see Fig. 5!. The particle still couples to the magnetic
field and executes a Larmor orbit around the guide field.
Meandering orbits are not present. In contrast to the case
with By050, the electron maintains its y velocity even when
far from the reconnection region because now the gyration is
in the (x ,z) plane around the y-directed guide field. Finally,
the electron drifts along a magnetic field line around the O
point maintaining a still significant y velocity which de-
creases slowly because of the interactions of the electron
with the nondrifting plasma background.
The presence of the guide field changes the nature of
electron acceleration: without guide field, the y velocity is
lost while in presence of guide field is retained even far from
the reconnection region.36
B. Electron fluid velocity
When By050, both kinetic simulations and theoretical
results44,54 show that the electrons are demagnetized at the
electron meandering distance @see Eqs. ~4!# and have an in-
FIG. 4. Electron trajectory in the (x ,z) plane, for By055B0 and mi /me
525. The position of the particle at different times is marked by circles, the
starting position by a plus sign. The position of the X point is denoted by the
3 mark. Note the periodic boundary conditions in the x direction.Downloaded 12 Nov 2012 to 128.178.125.98. Redistribution subject to AIP lflow and outflow velocity given by Eqs. ~5!. The scaling laws
of the dimensions of the reconnection region and of the in-
flow and outflow velocity, based on the electron pressure as a
break-up mechanism as derived in Ref. 54, have been veri-
fied up to the physical mass ratio.44 In the presence of a
guide field, new components of the E3B field arise, and
the electron in-plane motion has been described in Refs. 45
and 56.
Here, we focus on the electron out-of-plane velocity.
In Fig. 6, the velocity along the axis z50 is depicted
with By050 for three different mass ratios, mi /me525, 180,
1836. The maximum out-of-plane velocity increases with the
mass ratio. We note that the out-of-plane velocity is sizeable
only in the reconnection region.
The out-of-plane velocity can be estimated for By050.
The electron lifetime in the reconnection region, t, from Eqs.
~4! and ~5! is approximately
FIG. 5. Velocities vx ~a!, vy ~b!, vz ~c! and kinetic energy ~d!, as a function
of time, for the electron whose trajectory is represented in Fig. 4.
FIG. 6. Electron out-of-plane velocity at z50, when DC’1, for the simu-
lations with By050 and mi /me525 ~dashed line!, mi /me5180 ~dotted
line!, and mi /me51836 ~solid line!.icense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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e4Ey
4 D 1/4. ~6!
As the magnetic field is negligible in the reconnection re-
gion, the electrons are freely accelerated and the out-of-plane
velocity can be estimated as
vy’
e
me
Eyt ~7!
and, using Eq. ~6!, it follows that
vy}v th ,e . ~8!
Since the temperature of the electrons is the same for all
mass ratios, it follows that the electron out-of-plane velocity
scales with 1/Ame. The results presented in Fig. 6 fit well
this scaling law, as is shown in Table I.
Figures 7 and 8 consider the effect of the guide field on
the out-of-plane electron velocity. As the guide field allows
the particles to flow more easily in the out-of-plane direction,
TABLE I. Comparison between the simulation results and the scaling law in
Eq. ~8!.
Ratio Simulation result Scaling law
vy~mi /me5180!
vy~mi /me525!
2.9 2.7
vy~mi /me51836!
vy~mi /me525!
7.0 8.6
FIG. 7. Electron out-of-plane velocity at z50, when DC’1, for the simu-
lations with By05B0 ~a! and By055B0 ~b!, mi /me525 ~dashed line!,
mi /me5180 ~dotted line!, and mi /me51836 ~solid line!.Downloaded 12 Nov 2012 to 128.178.125.98. Redistribution subject to AIP lthe peak velocity increases remarkably when the guide field
becomes stronger, Fig. 7. Moreover, the presence of the
guide field changes the general pattern of the out-of-plane
velocity, as shown in Fig. 8. When By050, the out-of-plane
velocity is sizeable only near the reconnection region, where
the electrons are accelerated by the electric field. The out-of-
plane velocity is lost when the electrons become again mag-
netized and are diverted by the Bz field. In presence of the
guide field, the electrons maintain their y velocity when they
leave the reconnection region and orbit around the O point.
Note that this conclusion is further supported by the analysis
of particle orbits performed in Sec. III A.
As a final remark, we note that the out-of-plane velocity
evolves during magnetic reconnection, as is shown in Fig. 9.
For all the guide fields considered, the electron velocity in-
creases while reconnection proceeds ~the evolution of the
reconnected flux in these simulations is presented in Fig. 1!.
After reconnection saturates, the reconnection electric field
vanishes and the electrons are no longer accelerated. The
out-of-plane velocity in the former reconnection region de-
creases abruptly.
FIG. 8. Electron out-of-plane velocity when DC’1, for the simulations
with By05B0 ~a! and By055B0 ~b!, for the simulations with mi /me
5180.
FIG. 9. Evolution of the average out-of-plane electron velocity, vy in the
reconnection region, for the simulation with mi /me525, and guide field
By050 ~a!, By05B0 ~b!, and By055B0 ~c!.icense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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The evolution of the electron temperatures in the recon-
nection region, Txe , Tye , and Tze , are plotted in Fig. 10 for
the three different guide field strengths. We note that Txe ,
Tye , and Tze are defined as the second moment of the distri-
bution functions of the x , y , and z velocity.57
In the zero guide field case, the Txe and Tye evolution is
similar @see Fig. 10~a!#. Txe increases because the positive
and negative outflow velocity causes an increases spread in
the x velocity. The heating in the y direction is due to the
electric field which, besides accelerating the electrons,
spreads out their velocity, reflecting the variation in electron
residence time in the reconnection region, which depends on
their in-plane inflow and outflow velocity, and thus are ac-
celerated by different amounts. After reconnection saturates,
the heating process stops and electrons tend to thermalize,
causing an increase in Tze . We note that the total energy of
the system is conserved during the simulation within an error
of the order of 4%.45
When the guide field is introduced, both Txe and Tze
remain almost constant at the initial level during the recon-
nection process, while Tye increases remarkably. The guide
field introduces an higher electron mobility in the y direc-
tion. Thus, the electron can be accelerated by the electric
field more than in the By050 case along the y direction, and
the y velocities spread out more, while Tye increases.
The anisotropy in the electron temperature contributes to
the break-up of the frozen-in condition. In fact, in the pres-
ence of a guide field, the difference between the diagonal
terms of the electron pressure tensor contributes to the off-
diagonal terms, which are responsible for the break-up of the
frozen-in condition,45,46 as it is46
Pxye52
Pzze
vce
]vye
]z
1
Bx
By
~Pyye2Pzze!, ~9!
Pyze52
Pxxe
vce
]vye
]x
1
Bz
By
~Pyye2Pxxe!. ~10!
Since Pyye2Pzze5ne(Tye2Tze) and Pyye2Pzze
5ne(Tye2Tze), the importance of the anisotropy in the elec-
tron temperature is evident.
FIG. 10. Evolution of the electron thermal velocity v thx ,e ~solid!, v thy ,e
~dashed!, and v thz ,e ~dotted!, in the reconnection region for the simulation
with mi /me525 and By050 ~a! and By055B0 ~b!.Downloaded 12 Nov 2012 to 128.178.125.98. Redistribution subject to AIP lIV. CONCLUSIONS
In the present paper, the electron dynamics during mag-
netic reconnection has been studied by showing and discuss-
ing results of kinetic simulations of Harris current sheets.
Simulations with different plasma b and different mass ratio
have been considered.
By varying the guide field, we have been able to model
reconnection in systems such as the magnetotail (By050),
the magnetopause (By05B0), laboratory and astrophysical
plasmas (By055B0).
By studying the typical electron trajectories, we have
shown that, when the plasma b is decreased, the electrons
mainly perform Larmor motion around the guide field even
in the reconnection region, and that meandering orbits disap-
pear. In all the cases, electrons are accelerated by the recon-
nection electric field along the y direction and their velocity
increases with the guide field. Moreover, the out-of-plane
velocity increases during reconnection. In high-b plasmas,
the out-of-plane velocity is sizable only in the electron re-
connection region. With a guide field, the out-of-plane veloc-
ity is globally relevant. The mass ratio has a strong influence
on the out-of-plane velocity and the scaling law of interest is
derived. The study of the electron temperature in the recon-
nection region has shown a strong heating anisotropy in pres-
ence of a guide field, which contributes to the break-up of
the electron frozen-in condition.
In closing, we note that we plan to develop the present
work in two directions. First, we plan to introduce the rela-
tivistic equations of motion in CELESTE3D, in order to rep-
resent better the electron physics when relativistic effects
become important. Second, an experimental setup has been
built at the Los Alamos National Laboratory to study recon-
nection experimentally in plasmas with different b.9 We plan
to compare our simulation results with the experiments.
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